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THREE-FIFTY (9 minutes)
Into the world of two video store clerks. walks a customer willing to swear on his life 
that he returned a film on time so as not to have to pay a measly $3.50 late fee. But 
when the manager brings out the heavy artillery...
This tongue-in-cheek short shows us just how badly our privacy rights have been 
abused and how desperate the video rental business has become!

FEATHERS TO THE SKY (20 minutes)
Filmed in Uruguay, this moving short film depicts a young girl, living with her disables 
grandfather, who is forced to sell ‘feathers’ (dyed marsh grasses) to support them 
both while she dreams of going to school with the other children in the village. A 
kindly school teacher reaches out and changes her life with an ingenious idea that 
even her grumpy granddad can't argue with, showing how change happens through 
individuals reaching out and caring for one another.

BODY & SOUL: DIANA & KATHY (40 minutes)
A touching documentary about two best friends, Diana and Kathy, who met in a 
home for the physically and mentally challenged 40 years ago and who have been 
taking care of each other ever since while fighting for rights for those with disabilities.
We are introduced to them at a time in their lives when their age and infirmities are 
more than the two of them alone can handle...

GUARDING EDDY (1 hour 36 minutes)
This remarkable feature film is based on the true story of 18 year-old Eddy 
Patterson, an autistic sports fanatic who dreams of playing professional basketball. 
After running away to Los Angeles, Eddy lands in a homeless shelter where he 
meets pro-player Mike Jeffreys, who is doing court-ordered community service, 
having given up on his own dream of the NBA because of a knew injury. The two 
men teach each other important lessons while discovering real friendship and a 
rebirth of possibility in their lives. A beautiful story that reminds us that we all face our 
challenges no matter how talented we seem to be, and we can all use a little help to 
stay on track.
NB This film is also listed in ‘films from the heart’


